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We also downloaded gene expression profiles for CAD GWAS SNPs from eight lymphoblastoid cell
lines (LCL) [ 48 ] and B-lymphocyte generated (B-CLL) single cell transcriptomes [ 48 ]. Gene

expression in LCL and B-CLL cell types was analyzed for the majority of SNPs. For 34 SNPs, we did
not have enough data from LCLs to analyze all SNPs in B-CLL. Some of the 34 SNPs were present in
both datasets but had an opposite effect on gene expression. For example, rs874276 is protective
against CAD in the STARNET dataset (OR = 0.61, P = 5.6 x 10-6) but has a harmful effect on CAD

GWAS eQTLs in B-CLL (OR = 0.83, P = 5.2 x 10-5). Therefore, we further tested these 34 SNPs
against the effect of CAD GWAS SNPs on CAD GWAS gene expression in the GTEx dataset (10

variants with evidence of interaction, 5 variants with opposite effect, 2 variants with no effect) or on
CAD GWAS eQTLs in the GTEx dataset (6 variants with evidence of interaction, 5 variants with

opposite effect, 2 variants with no effect). The candidate causal variant rs874276 had a significant
protective effect on the risk of CAD among Finns (OR = 0.78, P = 4.3 x 10-6) but had a harmful effect
on CAD GWAS gene expression (OR = 0.79, P = 4.7 x 10-4) and eQTLs (OR = 0.87, P = 3.9 x 10-5) in
GTEx. The SNP rs1817677 is associated with increased risk of CAD in STARNET (OR = 1.42, P = 2.0 x
10-4) and is a damaging eQTL in GTEx (OR = 1.20, P = 0.026), so it is also associated with a harmful

effect on CAD GWAS gene expression (OR = 1.29, P = 0.005) and GWAS eQTLs (OR = 1.20, P =
0.026) in GTEx.
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this mod is a complete overhaul of the human race in a kovacics mod. it includes a total of eight
races. in the kovacics mod you can play as a human, an orc, a goblin, a dwarf, an undead pig, a
tiger, a dog, and a featherless chicken. i am currently working on more races. there are six new

buildings and 15 new items. there are also over 100 changes to the game code, which brings a lot of
benefits, such as better save games, faster loading, and more realistic behavior. also, since you can

make a character based on your own gender, you can make a female kovacics mod. see the
kovacics website for more information. kovacics mod pack 147 is a high-quality mod package for the
popular shooter game, dayz. the mod is designed to improve the overall player experience with the
new gameplay mechanics and features. it is a must-have mod for dayz. the mod pack also adds a

bunch of new weapons and items to the game. the weapons are designed to be more powerful than
before. the mod also adds an improved health system for players. the health system is much more

realistic than it was in the previous game. the new kovacics mod pack 147 is a high-quality mod
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package for the popular shooter game, dayz. the mod is designed to improve the overall player
experience with the new gameplay mechanics and features. it is a must-have mod for dayz. to
download kovacics mod pack 147, you should use the links provided below. you will be able to

download the mod from the download page and install it. you can follow the instructions provided by
the mod pack to get kovacics mod pack 147 installed and running. 5ec8ef588b
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